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While empirical shell model calculations have successfully described low-lying nuclear data for
decades, only recently has significant effort been made to quantify the uncertainty in such cal-
culations. Here we quantify the statistical error in effective parameters for transition operators
in empirical calculations in the sd (1s1/2-0d3/2-0d5/2) valence space, specifically the quenching of
Gamow-Teller transitions, effective charges for electric quadrupole (E2) transitions, and the effec-
tive orbital and spin couplings for magnetic dipole (M1) transitions and moments. We find the
quenching factor for Gamow-Teller transitions relative to free-space values is tightly constrained.
For effective M1 couplings, we found isoscalar components more constrained than isovector. This
detailed quantification of uncertainties, while highly empirical, nonetheless is an important step
towards interpretation of experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, interest in uncertainty quantification (UQ) has grown rapidly in many sciences,
and theoretical nuclear physics is no exception [1–10]. Providing theoretical predictions with error bars that
reflect the true limits in our knowledge of a physical system allows for meaningful comparisons between
different theoretical models. Furthermore, UQ can be considered a driver of the experiment-theory feedback
loop. Proper UQ on the theoretical side can be used to identify the experimental measurements that will
have the largest impact in reducing such uncertainty. New measurements, with their own error bars, can then
be used to improve current theoretical models. This relationship between theory and experiment becomes
particularly relevant in the context of upcoming flagship experimental programs like those at the Facility
for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) [11], the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) [12], as well as
dark matter searches [13] and neutrinoless double-beta decay experiments [14, 15].
The fundamental idea of UQ for theoretical calculations is that no physical theory or model exactly repre-

sents nature, and that we can gain insight by studying discrepancy between our simulator and experimental
observation. We describe an experimental measurement o as

o(A) = m(A, θ) + δ(A, θ) + ϵ(A), (1)

where m is our simulator for the quantity o, A denotes attributes of the physical system being modeled, θ
is a set of simulator parameters, δ is the systematic discrepancy in the simulator, and finally ϵ is the error
in the experiment, including statistical and systematic errors [16, 17]. The experimental values o(A) are
tabulated with corresponding uncertainties ϵ(A) being reported by the experimentalist. In the present work,
m(A, θ) is the theoretical simulation, the empirical nuclear shell model (including the code implementation,
but we ensure code errors are negligible). The discrepancy δ(A, θ) is simply whatever balances out the
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equation; here, the detailed structure of δ(A, θ) is known in principle (e.g. certain ab initio models for
nuclear structure can explain much discrepancy, e.g. [18]), but those calculations can require enormous
computational resources. Rather than attempting to improve the model by explicitly reducing discrepancy,
we want to quantify the uncertainty of model parameters θ. Because of this, we consider the total error
δ(A, θ) + ϵ(A) = o(A) −m(A, θ), and uncertainty on θ can be determined by studying this relationship for
many different cases or systems A.

The UQ endeavor includes not only computing error bars for theoretical predictions, but also studying
correlations between our variables, whether those be solutions (wavefunctions), coupling constants, observ-
ables, etc. Bayesian statistical analyses [19], which are a natural fit for probabilistic modeling of theory, have
become popular in the nuclear science community. This formulation allows us to go beyond the standard
least-squares fitting procedure and to describe non-Gaussian distributions of the variables in question, which
is important for the calculations described in Section IV. Significant advances in computational techniques
and tools like Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [20], Hamiltonian MC [21], NUTS [22], and the emcee
library [23] can help achieve efficient and accurate evaluation of probability distributions. Furthermore, the
development of emulator models (eigenvector continuation [24, 25], Gaussian processes [26], and even neural
networks [27, 28]) allows researchers to study perturbations to complicated models, trading some accuracy
for far less computation.
In this work we apply UQ techniques to nuclear shell model calculations to analyze variability of coupling

constants with respect to a particular nuclear force model, which in turn requires a statistical description
of individual transition matrix elements. In particular we use MCMC and the implementation of the emcee
library for sampling probability distributions. Future research on shell-model UQ should also investigate
other methods, especially emulators for calculations which require significant computational resources. After
a brief description of the empirical nuclear shell model in Section II, we present the statistical treatment
of model parameters in Section III, and how to construct the distributions of observables and operator
parameters in Section IV. In Section V we show results of parameter estimation for transition operator
parameters. Appendix A has comparisons of parameter sensitivity for all observables in question; this
specifically allows us to identify key matrix elements which could be fitted simultaneously to both energy
levels and transition strengths. We include supplemental materials with data sets and additional plots.

II. THE EMPIRICAL CONFIGURATION-INTERACTION SHELL MODEL

A long-standing approach to low-energy nuclear structure is the configuration-interaction shell model [29–

32], whereby one solves the time-independent Schrödinger equation, Ĥ|ψ⟩ = E|ψ⟩, by expanding in a basis
and converting to a matrix eigenvalue problem. Here we use an orthonormal basis, antisymmetrized products
of single-particle states, that is, the occupation representation of Slater determinants. Such a framework is
relatively transparent and in principle exact; in addition, relevant to this work, generating many low-lying
excited states is not much more difficult than generating the ground state. The main drawback is that one
needs a large number of basis states, a demand which grows exponentially with the single-particle space and
the number of particles.
Nuclear configuration-interaction shell model calculations typically fall into two categories: empirical

(a.k.a. phenomenological or effective) and ab initio. The latter, such as the no-core shell model [33, 34], uses
Hamiltonians derived primarily from two- and few-nucleon data, often in the framework of chiral effective
field theory [35]; because they work in large single-particle spaces and converge as the model space increases,
such calculations are considered more robust than empirical calculations, but are limited to p-shell nuclides
and the lightest sd-shell nuclides. Part of the motivation for such calculations is that one can identify the
errors in the theory from leaving out higher order terms [36–41], but in practice UQ in ab initio many-body
calculations is far from trivial.
Empirical calculations [29–32] on the other hand have a long, rich history of applications to heavier nuclei;

the trade-off is that their interaction matrix elements are restricted to a fixed valence space and are fit to
reproduce a set of experimental observations, usually binding and excitation energies, of nuclides within the
valence space. Hence if one expands the model space, the matrix elements of necessity must be refit. A
promising alternative is so-called microscopic effective interactions [42] wherein ab initio methods are used
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in a fixed model space, but these are still very much under development.
A nuclear Hamiltonian with one- and two-body components can be expressed in the formalism of second-

quantization:

Ĥ =
∑
rs

Trsâ
†
râs +

1

4

∑
rstu

Vrstuâ
†
râ

†
sâuât (2)

Here, â†r, âs are particle creation/annihilation operators, while the indices r, s, etc., label single-particle
states with good angular momentum quantum numbers such as orbital angular momentum l, total angular
momentum j, and z-component m. The Trs are one-body matrix elements, including kinetic energy and
interaction with a frozen core and typically diagonal, r = s, in which case they are called single-particle
energies; and the Vrs,tu are two-body matrix elements. The matrix elements themselves conserve angular
momentum and, in some cases, isospin. Thus the Vrs,tu are not all independent. Instead, the independent

matrix elements are written VJT (ab, cd) = ⟨ab; JT |V̂ |cd; JT ⟩, where V̂ is the nuclear two-body interaction
and |ab; JT ⟩ is a normalized two-body state with nucleons in single-particle orbits (that is, with quantum
numbers l and j but not m) labeled by a, b coupled up to total angular momentum J and total isospin T ; the
Vrs,tu in Eq. (2) are the uncoupled matrix elements found by expanding with Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
(Note that even here, there are relations among these matrix elements, for example VJT (ab, cd) is related to
VJT (ba, cd). While the details are important for calculations and well-known to experts [30, 31], they are
not deeply relevant to our arguments here.) Similarly we have single-particle energies ϵa for each orbital.
The independent coefficients {ϵa, VJT (ab, cd)} = {λi} = λ are a set of real numbers which parameterize

the interaction, that is, we write

Ĥ =
∑
i

λiôi (3)

where ôi is the appropriate operator. For empirical calculations the values of the {λi} are fitted to reproduce
some observables, almost always energies.
Here we note an important source of model error. Although the interaction parameters often originally

arise from some known translationally-invariant (i.e., relative coordinates) representation, and the matrix
elements calculated as integrals using some choice of single-particle wave functions, the matrix elements
are directly adjusted in the laboratory frame to fit data [29, 30], thus severing any explicit connection
to an underlying potential or Lagrangian. (This differs from ab initio calculations, where one may carry
out specific transformations of the interaction [43, 44] but never loses the thread back to the “original”
interaction.) Thus, arguably, one can no longer even fix with certainty the single-particle basis, specifically
the radial part of the wave functions, from which the many-body states are built. This has consequences
when computing observables, such as radii or electromagnetic transitions, for which the single-particle wave
functions are a key input. A frequent choice in the literature is to assume harmonic oscillator basis states,
but this is mostly out of simplicity and convenience: there is a single parameter to choose.
To solve the many-body problem, we use a configuration-interaction code, Bigstick [45, 46], to generate

from the single-particle energies and two-body matrix elements the many-body Hamiltonian and solve for
extremal eigenvectors and eigenvalues using the Lanczos algorithm. Bigstick uses an M -scheme basis,
which means all basis vectors (and thus, all solutions) share the same value for the z-component of total
angular momentum, M or Jz. Because the matrix elements are read in as an external file, Bigstick does
not depend upon a particular choice of single-particle basis. Any other nuclear configuration-interaction
shell model code will yield the same results from the same input files.
Our interaction of interest is a widely-used, ‘gold standard’ empirical shell-model interaction, Brown and

Richter’s universal sd-shell interaction, version B, or USDB [47], a set of 66 parameters fit to energy data
for a number of nuclei between 16O and 40Ca. In previous work [48] we performed a sensitivity analysis of
USDB, which gives a probability distribution P (λ) from which the interaction is sampled. An important
nuance in using the USDB parameters is that while the single-particle energies are fixed, the two-body matrix
elements are scaled by (A0/A)

0.3, where A is the mass number of the nucleus, and A0 is a reference value,

here = Acore+2 = 18. We account for this by modifying the Hamiltonian expression Ĥ =
∑

i λi(A0/A)
0.3Ôi

(but only for the two-body matrix elements), so that we implicitly varied the parameters fixed at A = 18.
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Eigenstates of Ĥ give us many-body wavefunctions: |ψ⟩; from these we measure transition matrix elements
which depend on different initial and final states. The result is a number related to the probability of state
|ψi⟩ being transformed to state |ψf ⟩ by an operator Ô representing coupling to an external field:

Mif (Ô) = ⟨ψf |Ô|ψi⟩ (4)

The wavefunctions, being solutions to the eigenvalue problem, depend on λ, and we assign the label θ to
any parameters in the operator.

Mif (Ô;λ, θ) = ⟨ψf (λ)|Ô(θ)|ψi(λ)⟩ (5)

The experimental transition rate is proportional to |Mif |2.We leave out the technical elements of computing
transition matrix elements, detailed in the literature [29–32]. The most important point is that we consider
standard one-body transition operators easily represented through second quantization:

Ô(θ) =
∑
rs

ωrs(θ)â
†
râs, (6)

where, again, the dependence of the coefficients ωrs upon the effective parameters θ is well-known.
Hence, we have the computational pipeline of nuclear observables: λ determines the Hamiltonian →

eigenstates of the Hamiltonian determine wavefunctions → matrix elements of transition operators between
those eigenstates determine transition probabilities. Thus, we pursue two questions. First, given P (λ),

how does Mif (Ô;λ, θ) behave? And second, given P (λ) and some experimental observations O, what is
our posterior distribution P (θ|O)? In many cases, it is useful to produce a covariance matrix for θ, which
describes sensitivity of θ with respect to O(λ, θ) about an optimal value.

III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE INTERACTION

Our prior sensitivity analysis in [48] assumed that the Hamiltonian parameters (matrix elements) λ follow
a normal distribution; thus their variability is fully described by a covariance matrix Cλ. The covariance is
the inverse of the Hessian Hλ (not to be confused with the Hamiltonian Ĥ), that is, the second derivatives of
energy errors with respect to parameters λ evaluated with the parameters that minimize the error, λ∗. (The
notation λ∗ for parameters at the minimum, while not common in nuclear physics, is used in uncertainty
quantification [49].) We arrived at two important conclusions: (1) the Hessian matrix can be well approxi-
mated by a simpler calculation depending on first derivatives alone, and (2) we confirmed previous findings
(e.g., [47]) that the parameter space is dominated by a small number of principal components, specifically
that only 10 of the total 66 linear combinations of parameters account for 99.9% of the Hamiltonian. (The
first most important linear combination carries 95%.)
The Hessian matrix is the second derivative of the χ2 function about the optimal model parameters λ∗:

[Hλ]ij =
1

2

∂2

∂λi∂λj
χ2(λ)

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ∗

(7)

where

χ2(λ) =

Nd∑
α

(Eexp
α − Eth

α (λ))2

σ(Eexp
α )2 + σ(Eth)2

= eTE(λ)C
−1
E eE(λ). (8)

Here eE(λ) is the energy error vector, CE is a matrix with energy variances along the diagonal, and Nd is
the number of data points. The two contributions to variances are the experimental variance σ(Eexp

α )2 and
the a priori theoretical variance σ(Eth)2 which is the same for all observations (hence no α subscript). The
latter is tuned such that the χ2 per degree of freedom,

χ2
ν(λ) =

χ2(λ)

ν
=

χ2(λ)

Nd −Np
(9)
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(a.k.a. the reduced χ2) is 1. In doing so, we ensure the Hessian matrix be scaled appropriately, so the
inverse may be interpreted as covariance. This procedure for determining the “static” theoretical uncertainty
estimate is the same for the later analyses of transition strengths.

We found the Hessian for interaction parameters is well approximated by Hλ ≈ Aλ ≡ JT
E(λ)C

−1
E JE(λ)

where
[
JE(λ)

]
iα

= ∂Eth
α (λ)/∂λi is the Jacobian matrix, which is computed easily using the Feynman-

Hellman theorem [50, 51]:
[
JE(λ)

]
iα

= ⟨α|Ôi|α⟩, an expectation value of eigenstates Ĥ(λ)|α⟩ = Eth
α (λ)|α⟩.

This approximation replaces an O(N2
p ) calculation with an O(Np) calculation while only introducing small

errors.

We thus describe the distribution for interaction parameters λ as normal with mean at the fitted USDB
values and with the covariance given by our approximation:

λ ∼ N
(
mean = λUSDB, cov = [JTC−1

E J ]−1
)
≡ P (λ) (10)

We use this description to propagate uncertainty of λ to calculations of observables. Implicit in this is
the assumption that the covariance of parameters with respect to energies is the same as their covariance
with respect to the other observables in question. Our investigation shows that, while the overall scale of
covariances may differ, the general structure of the covariance matrices tends to be preserved. We make this
approximation in this work for convenience, since computing covariance matrices for other observables would
require finite difference estimation. For more information on covariance matrix results see Appendix A and
the supplemental materials.

IV. BAYESIAN PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Bayesian data analysis is so named because it makes use of Bayes’ rule to create statistical models:

P (θ|y) = P (y|θ)P (θ)
P (y)

(11)

The posterior P (θ|y) is the ultimate goal of our analysis: a distribution describing the quantity of interest
θ given observations y. The likelihood P (y|θ) describes the converse of the posterior: how observations y
behave given θ. The prior P (θ) is the probability distribution of θ according to our prior knowledge. Finally,
the evidence P (y) describes any bias to observations y, but will only contribute an overall normalization to
the posterior.

Following typical Bayesian data analysis, θ stands for any parameter or vector of parameters we are
modeling; here those parameters are the coupling constants (and, for electric quadrupole transitions, the
basis harmonic oscillator length parameter) appearing in transition operators. This should not be confused
with the vector of Hamiltonian parameters λ, which is well described by a Gaussian approximation, while
θ will be evaluated by MCMC. To describe θ, we ultimately must compute the posterior distribution with
respect to experimental observations O, P (θ|O). We take several mathematical steps to put the posterior
P (θ|O) into a form we can compute. First, we introduce the interaction parameters as a marginal variable
(that is, a new variable being integrated over) in RNp , where Np is the number of parameters (here, 66):

P (θ|O) =

∫
RNp

P (θ,λ|O) dλ (12)

By the chain rule of probabilities, we can reinterpret λ as a conditional variable if we also insert its prior in
the integrand. ∫

RNp

P (θ,λ|O) dλ =

∫
RNp

P (θ|O,λ)P (λ) dλ (13)
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Since we can easily sample the distribution P (λ) via Eq. (10), we approximate the integral over P (θ|O,λ)P (λ)
as an average of P (θ|O,λk) for Ns interaction samples λk.∫

RNp

P (θ|O,λ)P (λ) dλ ≈ 1

Ns

∑
λk∼P (λ)

P (θ|O,λk) (14)

The integral is better approximated as Ns → ∞. By the central limit theorem, the sum converges to the
integral with errors on the order of 1/

√
Ns; to keep this error less than 2%, we use at least 2,500 samples for

each calculation.
Next, we apply Bayes’ rule to the summand. As mentioned above, the probability distribution of experi-

mental observations, P (O), often referred to as the “evidence”, only contributes to overall normalization of
the posterior. We ignore it and the factor of 1/Ns since the posterior need not be normalized in order to
model θ.

1

Ns

∑
λk∼P (λ)

P (θ|O,λk) =
1

Ns

∑
λk∼P (λ)

P (O|θ,λk)P (θ)

P (O)
∝ P (θ)

∑
λk∼P (λ)

P (O|θ,λk) (15)

The right-hand side of this equation we can compute, and the likelihood is:

P (O|θ,λk) = exp

[
−1

2
χ2
O(θ,λk)

]
(16)

The function χ2
O(θ,λk) is similar to Eq. (8), but is defined for the observables O instead of energies.

χ2(θ,λk) = eTO(θ,λk)C
−1
O eO(θ,λk), (17)

where [eO(θ,λk)]α = (Oexp
α −Oth

α (θ,λk)) is the error vector and [CO]αα = σ(Oexp
α )2 + σ(Oth)2 is the matrix

with total variances along the diagonal. Here, the a priori theoretical uncertainty σ(Oth) is determined in
the same way as for Eq. (9), by setting the reduced χ2 involving θ,

χ2
ν,O(θ,λk) =

χ2
O(θ,λk)

ν
=
χ2
O(θ,λk)

Nd −Np
, (18)

to unity and evaluating at λUSDB, which also ensures the Hessian with respect to O has proper scaling,
HO = C−1

O . Here, Nd is the number of observations O and Np is the number of total parameters in θ and λ.
For simplicity of the calculation, σ(Oth) is computed once using a reasonable a priori choice of parameters,

and does not change with samples of θ and λ. Finally, we have an expression for the posterior distribution
θ in terms of things we can compute:

P (θ|O) ∝ P (θ)
∑

λk∼P (λ)

exp

[
−1

2
eTO(θ,λk)C

−1
O eO(θ,λk)

]
(19)

Each transition operator has unique parameters θ and observations O, but the general process of describing
P (θ|O) is the same for any observable. We decide on the prior P (θ), construct the expression in Eq. (19),
and measure it. Since contributions to the likelihood in Eq. (16) are highly non-Gaussian, we evaluate using
MCMC, the affine-invariant ensemble sampler from emcee [23]. However, by the central limit theorem the
sum over P (O|θ,λk) approaches a Gaussian as the number of observations becomes large, meaning θ can
ultimately be well described by mean and covariance alone.
Due to our frequentist approximation of the total likelihood function, the above procedure might be called

“pseudo-Bayesian”. A fully Bayesian analysis, rather than summing over many likelihoods, would probably
define likelihood as a function of (θ,λ) together and construct the posterior accordingly: P (θ)P (λ)P (O|θ,λ).
Indeed, doing so would elucidate correlations between the Hamiltonian matrix elements and operator param-
eters. We choose to construct the approximate likelihood from many samples of λ mainly due to practical
challenges. In order to evaluate the likelihood function, which contains a sum over observables in many
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nuclides, perturbations to the Hamiltonian must not result in the relevant eigenstates vanishing or otherwise
being too difficult to track. A single evaluation of the likelihood requires at least dozens of individual shell
model calculations, perhaps even hundreds in extreme cases. Sampling according to our prior PCA makes
it more likely that these calculations produce a sensible answer for every observable. Our codes compute
wavefunction overlaps upon each iteration to help track eigenstates; this grants some robustness but it is
not perfect. A potential solution to this problem is using eigenvector continuation, which recently has been
applied to shell model calculations [52], but that is beyond the scope of this paper.

V. RESULTS

Here we present the results of uncertainty quantification for Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions, electric
quadrupole (E2) transitions, and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions and moments. The analyses are presented
in order of increasing difficulty: GT has only one parameter and thus is the simplest; E2 has three but
only two are independent; M1 has four parameters. Most of our experimental observations O are reduced
transition strengths, B(Ô) = |M(Ô)|2/(2Ji+1), whereM(Ô) is the reduced [53] matrix element for transition

operator Ô, and Ji is the initial angular momentum. The M1 observations include dipole moments as well.
Observations outside the range of model validity were excluded, including isotopes which have no protons or
neutrons (or proton/neutron holes) in the valence space. For electric quadrupole (E2) and magnetic dipole
(M1) transitions, we converted to Weisskopf units to get a sense of their strength with respect to single
particle estimates, then truncated datasets to exclude extreme cases. E2 transitions with strength < 0.1×
and > 150× the Weisskopf single particle estimate were excluded. This shrunk the total E2 data set from
544 to 483 transitions. For M1, which tend to be smaller on average, we left out those with < 0.01× the
Weisskopf estimate. We also dropped some M1 transitions involving very excited states, in particular if
either state is above 6 excitations for a particular total angular momentum J . This altogether shrunk our
M1 data set from 575 to 281 transitions and from 73 to 72 moments.
For each transition operator, we present an a priori theoretical uncertainty: it is a fixed estimate of theo-

retical error based on setting the reduced χ2 to one using a prior parameter estimate. These provide a useful
prediction of theory error, but they can be sensitive to choices of the UQ analysis, prior parameterizations,
data sets, etc. The study of observables using USD Hamiltonians by Richter, Mkhize, and Brown (2008) [54]
serves as our primary source for prior information on parameter uncertainties.
Exact probability distributions mentioned are either uniform on a closed interval [a, b], written U[a,b], or

normal with mean µ and standard deviation σ, written N (µ, σ).

A. Gamow-Teller transitions

Both the vector and axial-vector weak couplings, gV , gA respectively, have been measured from the β-
decay of a free neutron, with |gA/gV | ≈ 1.28 [54]. Empirical shell-model calculations of allowed transitions,
specifically Gamow-Teller reduced transition matrix elements

Mif (GT) =
〈
Jf

∣∣∣∣geffA σ⃗τ±
∣∣∣∣ Ji〉 , (20)

when compared to experiment, consistently lead to a quenched coupling, geffA = QgA [30, 31]; Q is called the
quenching factor. Recent work in ab initio calculations have shown quenching can largely be accounted for
by including physics beyond capabilities of the effective shell model, including two-body currents, sometimes
interpreted as meson exchange, and long-range energy correlations [55].
Using 185 low-lying β+, β−, and electron-capture transitions, we assign an a priori theoretical uncertainty

in the (dimensionless) B(GT) to be 0.30, based on setting the reduced χ2 to 1. The only a priori assumption
in our UQ is that 0.5 < geffA /gA < 1.0 so our prior is set to a uniform distribution within those bounds:
P (Q) = U[0.5,1.0]. Fig. 1 show our derived posterior, which is Gaussian with Q = 0.762 ± 0.025. This is
more tightly constrained than the estimate from Richter et al. 2008, Q = 0.764± 0.114 [54], but our result
is consistent with their conclusion that quenching of gA in empirical calculations is robust and independent
of the Hamiltonian.
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FIG. 1: Histogram of the Gamow-Teller quenching factor Q via Monte Carlo; the posterior is Gaussian,
Q = 0.77± 0.013. This is more tightly constrained than the estimate from [54], Q = 0.764± 0.114.
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FIG. 2: Gamow-Teller transition strengths computed with the USDB interaction compared with
experimental data with experimental error bars and using a quenching factor of Q = 0.77.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of experimental Gamow-Teller transitions to the USDB calculations using
the maximum-likelihood estimate of Q. The three points at the top have particularly large errors, with
experiment reporting larger strengths by several orders of magnitude. These are

31Cl
(
3/2+1

)
→ 31S

(
3/2+4

)
35K

(
3/2+1

)
→ 35Ar

(
3/2+3

)
36K

(
2+1

)
→ 36Ar

(
2+4

)
,

all of which have a final state with no change in total angular momentum and excitation energies over 6 MeV.
For Potassium isotopes, errors could be attributed to truncations of the model space. One can also speculate
that, due to the excited final states, the final wavefunctions may be missing structure that is important for
the Gamow-Teller. Such speculation may be resolved by performing the same calculations in larger model
spaces, but that is beyond our present scope.
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B. Electric quadrupole transitions

The electric quadrupole (E2) reduced transition matrix element is

Mif (E2) = ⟨Jf || [epE2p + enE2n] ||Ji⟩ (21)

where E2 := r2Y m
2 and ep, en are the effective charges for protons and neutrons, respectively. The parameters

of interest are the effective proton and neutron charges θ = (ep, en). Because we assume harmonic oscillator
single-particle wave functions, the matrix elements of r2 are proportional to b2, where b is the oscillator length.
Oscillator length is strongly correlated with radii; we use a global fit b2 = 0.9A1/3+0.7, known as Blomqvist-
Molinari formula. It should be noted that the Blomqvist-Molinari formula is fitted to charge radii far beyond
just sd-shell nuclides and does not include an error estimate. One could instead use either experimental radii
or radii from, for example, density-functional theory, in order to fix the oscillator parameter, but both of
these are beyond the scope of this work.
First, we assign prior distributions for the parameters. Effective charges for E2 calculations take values

of ep ∈ (1, 2) and en ∈ (0, 1). Previous work by Richter et al. using the USDB interaction found optimal
values ep = 1.36(5) and en = 0.45(5) [54]. These estimates are used to compute our a priori theoretical
uncertainty estimate of 4.4 Weisskopf units, based on setting the reduced χ2 to unity.

Whether we use a uniform prior, P (ep) = U[1,2] and P (en) = U[0,1], or a Gaussian prior centered on
previous optimal results, P (ep) = N (µ = 1.36, σ = 1) and P (ep) = N (µ = 0.45, σ = 1), the resulting
posteriors for effective charges are almost identical (including reducing the prior standard deviations down
to 0.5). The assigned uncertainties in [54] are σ = 0.05 for both proton and neutron, too small to construct
a sensible prior with, and thus the resulting posterior is constrained mainly by the likelihood.
Our results for ep, en, 1.33 ± 0.1 and 0.49 ± 0.1, respectively, have central values within uncertainty of

the estimates of [54], although we predict larger standard deviations. Fig. 3 shows the effective charges
are strongly correlated, as expected. Fig. 4 shows the same data but in the isospin basis: the isoscalar
component, ep+ en = 1.82± 0.03 is tightly constrained, and we see much larger uncertainty on the isovector
component ep−en = 0.83±0.19. This agrees with a recent ab initio study [18]. The large uncertainty on the
isovector effective charge can be explained by the E2 matrix elements being dominated, at least for nuclides
away from shell boundaries, by the isoscalar component.
Using our results for optimal effective charges, we compute again the static theoretical uncertainty inB(E2)

to be 4.1 in Weisskopf units. We suggest that static theoretical uncertainties be taken with a somewhat
wide confidence interval, since this value is dependent on the experimental data and the parameters θ.
(Additionally, since we have shown that the interaction is dominated by only 10 parameters, one could argue
this uncertainty is actually smaller. For example if we compute the theoretical uncertainty again, setting
the reduced chi-squared in Eq. 18 for B(E2) to 1, and using Np = 10 rather than 66, we get a standard
deviation of 3.0 Weisskopf units.)
Lastly, Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot of B(E2) values with a number of outliers underestimated by the

shell-model calculation. In general, it is more common to underestimate these transition strengths than
overestimate. The reasons for this may be multiple, as experimental data is given with less precision than
simulation, as well as the theory being subject to subtle cancellations. For these anomalous transitions, we
checked whether or not they were near neutron shell closures, as intruders [56] can mix in strongly. However,
this was not generally the case, and future UQ studies may benefit from including nuclides with greater
neutron excess.

C. Magnetic dipole transitions and moments

The magnetic dipole reduced matrix element is

Mif (M1) = ⟨Jf ||
[
gsps⃗p + gsns⃗n + gℓpℓ⃗p + gℓnℓ⃗n

]
||Ji⟩ (22)

where s⃗t is the spin operator and ℓ⃗t is the orbital angular momentum operator, and t = p, n denotes
action only on the proton/neutron part of the wavefunction. The parameters of interest are the coupling
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FIG. 3: Joint histogram of the effective charges for proton and neutron in E2 transitions, with no data
truncation based on relative errors. Red lines show values from [54], which were used to determine

Gaussian priors. Flat priors give almost identical results.

constants: θ = (gsp, gsn, gℓp, gℓn). For the free nucleon, these coupling constants are (5.5857,−3.8263, 1, 0),
but previous work onM1 transitions with USDB [54] found optimal values of (5.15,−3.55, 1.159,−0.09). The
slight difference in values using USDB is due to physics left out of the empirical Hamiltonian (see histograms
of M1 matrix elements in supplemental materials), as well as optimizing for a finite number of transitions in
the sd-shell. Note that Eq. 22 excludes theM1 tensor operator which would allow for ℓ-forbidden transitions.

We also included magnetic dipole moments in this analysis, µ(M1) =
√

4π
3

√
J

(J+1)(2J+1)M(M1) in units

of the nuclear magneton. In general, errors on moments are significantly smaller than on transition strengths.

The M1 transition is more challenging than the GT and E2 for a few reasons. Transition strengths tend
to be small compared to the Weisskopf single-particle estimate, which can be due to cancellation between
the four components, and/or quenching of the coupling constants similar to the quenching of gA in the
Gamow-Teller. Individual matrix elements can also be highly non-Gaussian with respect to variation in the
Hamiltonian. Due to the central limit theorem however, distributions of the coupling constants approach
normality when summing over many experimental data points.

The results for the B(M1) couplings using a flat prior are shown in Fig. 6 in proton/neutron terms and
in Fig. 7 in isoscalar/isovector terms. Compared to the results in [54], our proton spin coupling is larger
and our neutron spin coupling is significantly smaller in magnitude (by a factor of 3 roughly), but the
latter term also has the largest uncertainty (25%). Our proton orbit coupling is smaller but with the tightest
uncertainty, and the neutron orbit is smaller in magnitude. The isospin picture neatly orders the uncertainty
on terms: orbital isoscalar is the most constrained (as expected), then increasingly less-constrained (about
2× each) we have orbital isovector, spin isoscalar, and finally spin isovector. Relative to their magnitudes,
these uncertainties are roughly 20%, 14%, 7%, and 7% respectively.

We also construct informative priors from the results of [54], Gaussian distributions centered at optimal
values for USDB and with standard deviations at 3× that of the tabulated results (The factor of 3 is chosen
simply to inflate the Gaussian confidence interval from 68% to 99.7%) as shown here:

10



FIG. 4: Effective charges determined by E2 transitions, in isoscalar/isovector terms: e± = ep ± en. We see
by comparing the standard deviations that the isoscalar component e+ is much more tightly constrained

than the isovector component e−. Note that the isospin basis fully decorrelates the parameters.
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FIG. 5: Electric quadrupole transition strengths computed with the USDB interaction compared with
experimental data with experimental error bars and using effective charges (ep, en) = (1.33, 0.49).

5.15(9) → P (gsp) = N (5.15, 0.27)

−3.55(10) → P (gsn) = N (−3.55, 0.3)

1.159(23) → P (gℓp) = N (1.159, 0.069)

−0.09(26) → P (gℓn) = N (−0.09, 0.78)

(23)

As expected, using informative priors gives results nearer to those previously cited. These results may act
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FIG. 6: Posterior distribution of the M1 coupling constants using a flat prior. Black dashed lines show the
1-σ band of our calculation. Green dot-dash lines show the free nucleon couplings. Red dotted lines show

the results of a previous fit using the same Hamiltonian but different observations.

as general recommended values, but it is important to note that construction of informative priors is highly
nontrivial.
Figures 10 and 11 show respectively a comparison of experimental M1 transitions and moments to the

USDB calculations using the maximum-likelihood estimate of gyromagnetic factors. As with the E2, Fig. 11
shows a number of outliers underestimated by the shell-model calculation, in part due to limited precision of
experiment. Cancellations in theM1 can be troublesome, especially since the tensor contribution is omitted.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a method of uncertainty quantification for parameters of transition matrix elements
resulting from empirical shell model calculations. Our parameters fall into two categories: those in the nuclear
Hamiltonian (λ), and those in the transition operator (θ). The present analysis is primarily concerned with
the latter. While a fully Bayesian UQ analysis would ideally model λ and θ together, we assign a distribution
to λ and construct a likelihood for θ based on a fixed sampling of λ. The result trades a high-resolution
picture of λ in exchange for relatively quick calculation of the θ posterior.
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FIG. 7: Posterior distribution of the M1 coupling constants using a flat prior in isospin terms. Black
dashed lines show the 1-σ band of our calculation. Green dot-dash lines show the free nucleon couplings.
Red dotted lines show the results of a previous fit using the same Hamiltonian but different observations.

The work presented here fits into the larger picture of theoretical UQ in nuclear theory. While significant
efforts have been underway for many years to quantify uncertainties in nuclear theory, from uncertainties in
nuclear interactions [37–41, 57] and ab initio calculations of light an medium nuclei [58–61] to mean field
calculations of heavy nuclei [62–65] and simulations of astronomical nucleosynthesis processes [66–71], UQ
in empirical shell model has been less abundant [9, 10]. In particular this work is, to our knowledge, the first
approach to quantifying uncertainties of transition operators.

Further research should use our results to inform more accurate UQ analyses. For instance, recent work
has shown eigenvector continuation (EC) to be an extremely powerful approach to emulating eigenvalue
problems. One could do away with the simplistic P (λ) and instead define the likelihood with a EC model.
That way, one may evaluate a joint posterior P (λ, θ|D) by MCMC and potentially get a more accurate
correlation analysis.
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FIG. 8: Posterior distribution of the M1 coupling constants using a normal prior determined by optimal
values listed in [54]. Black dashed lines show the 1-σ band of our calculation. Green dot-dash lines show
the free nucleon couplings. Red dotted lines show the results of a previous fit using the same Hamiltonian

but different observations.
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FIG. 9: Posterior distribution of the M1 coupling constants using a normal prior determined by optimal
values listed in [54] in isospin terms. Black dashed lines show the 1-σ band of our calculation. Green

dot-dash lines show the free nucleon couplings. Red dotted lines show the results of a previous fit using the
same Hamiltonian but different observations.

Appendix A: Parameter sensitivity from energies, transitions, and sum rule operators

In our previous study [48] we evaluated the covariance of Hamiltonian parameters λ with respect to
energies, i.e., Eq. (7), (8). In this appendix we show some results of computing (approximate) Hessian
matrices of λ with respect to energy, which was used for our sensitivity analysis in this paper, and again
using B(GT) values instead of energies. The results of using other observables, B(M1), B(E2) and sum
rule operators, are plotted and included in supplemental materials. The (non-energy-weighted) sum-rule

operator for transition Ô is Ô†Ô, and is so called because the expectation value implicitly counts up transition
contributions over final states: ⟨Ô†Ô⟩i ∝

∑
f ⟨i|Ô†|f⟩⟨f |Ô|i⟩.

We compute all Hessians by the approximation Hλ ≈ JT
Ω(λ)C

−1
Ω JΩ(λ) where Ω is the observable (energy,

Gamow-Teller strengths, sum rules) and
[
JΩ(λ)

]
iα

= ∂Ωth
α (λ)/∂λi, and CΩ is the diagonal matrix of errors.

The Hessian for energies, Eq. (7), (8), is plotted in Figure 12. The energy is dominated by two TBMEs
(#51, and 60 here): isovector pairs (0d5/2)(0d5/2) with J = 4, and isovector pairs (0d5/2)(1s1/2) with J = 3.
These are matrix elements between normalized two-body states |ab; JT ⟩ with nucleons in orbitals a and b
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FIG. 10: Magnetic dipole transition strengths computed with the USDB interaction compared with
experimental data with experimental error bars and using gyromagnetic factors

(gsp, gsn, glp, gln) = (5.59,−2.45, 1.01,−0.33).
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FIG. 11: Magnetic dipole moments computed with the USDB interaction compared with experimental data
with experimental error bars and using gyromagnetic factors (gsp, gsn, glp, gln) = (5.59,−2.45, 1.01,−0.33).

coupled up to total angular momentum J and total isospin T ; the commonplace notation for the shell model
is VJT (ab, cd). The GT is dominated by the same two matrix elements, and E2 and M1 are similar as well
(see supplemental materials).
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